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Abstract
The main objeective of the present study w
was to examinee the impact off globalizationn on the teachinng profession based
b
on
teacher views. Furthermore, the study aim
med to make rrecommendatioons for the praactitioners andd the researche
ers based
on the study ffindings. In thee study, the quualitative phennomenology research methodd was used andd the participa
ants were
determined wiith maximum variety
v
sampliing method. Thhe study groupp included 40 tteachers emplooyed in schools located
at Adıyaman province centrral district in Turkey. A sem
mi-structured iinterview form
m was used to collect the da
ata in the
study. The firrst section of the interview
w form includeed questions oon participant demographicss (gender, dep
partment,
seniority, empployment schoool type and eeducation). Thhe second partt of the intervview form inclluded 5 questiions that
aimed to deteermine the paarticipants' vieews on the im
mpact of globaalization on teeaching professsion. Descriptive and
content analyssis were conduucted to analyzze the study ddata. Based on the descriptioons of the teachers on the co
oncept of
global teacherr, it could be defined
d
as a gloobal citizen annd a universal teacher who hhas knowledge on the global changes
and developm
ments and impproves herselff or himself aaccordingly annd possesses tthe qualificatioons and comp
petencies
required by gllobalization inn the study. Stuudy findings demonstrated thhat globalizatioon has resultedd in changes in
n certain
existing roles of the teacheers. In the studdy, it was deteermined that gglobalization hhad negative eeffects besidess several
positive effeccts on teacherss' qualificationns. Based on the study finddings, it couldd be argued thhe amendmentts in the
teacher educaation system inn Turkey did nnot reflect an aadequate respoonse to the im
mpacts of globaalization. On the
t other
hand, it was oobserved that globalization had mostly ppositive effectss on the teachher training proocess, howeve
er it was
determined thhat there were certain
c
adversee effects as weell as these positive effects.
Keywords: gllobalization, global educatioon, global teachher, teaching pprofession
1. Introductioon
Globalization,, which is connsidered as an international, intercultural, eeconomic, pollitical, culturall and social inttegration
(Al-Rodhan & Stoudmann,, 2006) and ddefined as thee concentrationn of global inntercommunall relations ind
duced by
modernism annd where distaant settlementts were interreelated and loccal events are shaped by disstant events (G
Giddens,
2000), is the pprominent toppic in meetings, scientific coonferences in various fields and the mediia and its popu
ularity is
constantly risiing (Talas, 20116: 12-13).
Although the concept of globalization w
was initially inntroduced in tthe 1960s, it aachieved its fa
fame during th
he 1980s
(Robertson, 1999, cited by Karaman,
K
2010: 131). On thhe other hand, it is considereed that globalizzation has starrted with
the civilizatioon efforts of human
h
beingss and it is saaid to date baack to the histtory of humaanity (Elçin, 2012:
2
6).
Globalization that was initiially considereed with the gllobal climate cchange, ozonee layer depletiion and enviro
onmental
issues such ass airborne toxinns and waste (Trisler, 1993: 2) became a pphenomenon thhat is stressed ffrequently in the fields
of economics,, politics, and sociology. Beecause, globalization is a hiistorical conseequence of thee desire and atttempt to
restructure thee world and itt is not possibble to grasp gglobalization inndependent off the social, cuultural, econom
mic, and
intellectual prrocesses, evideent in this histoorical process. In essence, gllobalization is a phenomenoon that was inittiated by
developed couuntries to impose their econnomic, social aand philosophiical superiorityy on developiing countries (Erkızan,
(
2002: 66). Gloobalization reffers to a worldd where the coonstraints of time and space based on geoggraphic limitations are
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reduced, changes in communications and technology and economic, cultural and political changes become connected
and interdependent, triggering and sustaining each other (Maguire, 2010: 59).
It could be argued that globalization is constantly present and continues its development and interaction, even though its
pace varies due to social changes or certain economic processes (Elçin, 2012: 1). One of the factors that changed the
rate of globalization, which existed since the beginning of human history, is the rapid advances in information,
communications and transportation technologies. Due to these advances, communications and interaction between
individuals and even societies have improved (Karaman, 2010: 132), and the world has turned into a "single space".
However, this does not mean "global unity", that is, "downsizing to a single space". This is the awareness and
communication of individuals with different traits and lifestyles with each other (Balcı, 2006: 27-28).
There is an attempt to impose globalization as a mandatory, irresistible and inevitable process irrespective of political
will and ideological struggle. International capital seeks to control and determine all economic resources by designing
the manufacturing globally in different fields and punish those who do not comply with its rules. While it is considered
that the age of ideologies is over, globalization itself becomes the "big narrative" and attempts to impose its sovereignty
with different methods (Kozanoğlu, 2002: 54). Thus, the nation states, which need to integrate with the powerful
countries, are exposed to the impact of economically, culturally and politically powerful states and become dependent,
the national borders are ignored and the concepts such as national sovereignty and independence lose their meaning,
imperialist objectives are legitimized with the excuse of globalization causing a dilemma between remaining in
globalization and preserving national unity, distribution of wealth and poverty both increase, the concern that the rich
countries will further weaken the poor become prominent, certain fields of business disappear, negatively affecting
employment, and the number of individuals without access to education increases instead of diminishing. On the other
hand, with globalization, the countries in different parts of the world share knowledge, technologies and applications in
various fields to solve several problems, common human values (human rights, equality, justice, etc.) are created with
new and common lifestyles, common educational policies lead to common perceptions and understanding and new
business fields provide new employment opportunities for individuals (Balay, 2004). Thus, the inevitable process of
globalization has both positive and negative impacts and consequences.
Today, the countries adopt policies based on the inevitability of globalization and for several countries, the basic
condition of survival became the adaptation to globalization with all its positive and negative consequences (Gümüş,
2013: 325). It was stated that one of the factors that were effective in this adaptation process was education. For
example, according to Maguire (2010: 58), in a highly competitive international marketplace, education plays an
important role in maintaining and sustaining competitive advantage of each society. Based on this perspective, survival
and effectiveness of societies under international competition could only be accomplished with effective education
systems that allow the acquisition of qualifications and competencies required by globalization (Çalık & Sezgin, 2005:
60). In several countries with this awareness, attempts were made to implement the necessary educational regulations
that would enable them to respond to globalization. Several countries, especially those that are aware of the significant
of international comparisons such as TIMSS and PISA, attempted reforms in educational organizations and achieved
measurable levels of success (Maguire, 2010: 58). Thus, several countries researched the qualified and competent type
of individual as required by globalization and these researches led to comprehensive changes in the structure and
operations in contemporary schools and applied curricula (Özdemir, 2011: 92-93) and it became obvious that education
systems should become open and should not remain a closed box and organize educational content accordingly. Thus,
today's educational programs should be organized to train individuals so that they could acquire experiences in
globalization that could be influenced by international and intercultural interactions. It should also assist the individual
to understand that she or he is an inseparable part of the world in which she or he lives in (Güven, 1999).
In the context of global values, the need for knowledge of other cultures, intercultural communication skills and
intercultural competence increases (Merryfield, 1994: 4) and the type of a powerful and independent individual, who
researches, could use knowledge and solve problems, becomes prominent (Akçay, 2003). Furthermore, it was suggested
to implement the models that are sensitive to the lives of the students with different cultures and different social
backgrounds and that adopt the philosophy of lifelong learning and train collaborative individuals (Yurdabakan, 2002).
This necessitated a change in the existing approach of training individuals and altered the roles of educational
institutions. Thus, in this period called the global age, it was deemed necessary to include the global education approach
in education programs to educate the students based on the experienced changes (Güven, 1999: 146).
By the end of the twentieth century, the cultural diversity of human needs and the adoption of global education after
education transcended the national boundaries resulted in the consideration of the adoption of global education as a
requirement (Merryfield, 1994). Global education develops the knowledge, skills and attitudes that are the basis for
active participation and decision-making in a world characterized by cultural pluralism, interdependence, inequality,
collaboration, conflict and increasing international economic competition (Mc Fadden, Merryfield & Barron, 1997: 9;
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Merryfield, 1994: 4, 1995: 2). Global education aims to provide the students a perspective that emphasizes the
interrelationships and interactions between global cultures and societies and significantly focuses on the training
students in that direction and ensuring the international adaptation of the students. The main objetive of global
education is to develop in students the qualifications and competencies necessary to sustain their existence in "a world
with limited natural resources and characterized by ethnic differences, cultural pluralism and more independent
behavior" (Guven, 1999: 154).
Along with the changes in the educational approaches and the emphasis on global education, the qualifications and roles
that are required of teachers should have also changed. The said change in teacher profile necessitated further reforms in
education of teachers. Due to this requirement, several reforms have been and are implemented in teacher training
systems in several countries including Turkey. Turkish teacher education system has a history of 169 years starting with
the first teacher school established in 1848 (Aydın, 1998: 275). In this 169-year period, several changes were introduced
in the Turkish teacher education system, and the related institutions were assigned different titles such as
Darulmuallimin, Teacher Schools, Village Institutions, Primary School Teacher Schools, Educational Institutions and
Faculty of Education until today (Akdemir, 2013; Üstüner, 2004). On the other hand, in 1997 and 2007, faculties of
education were restructured due to the fact that the current teacher training system was inadequate to fulfill the current
requirements. The teaching professionals were reorganized as "teaching technicians" with the teacher training model
adopted in 1997 (Üstüner, 2004). On the other hand, the teacher education programs adopted in 2007 aimed to "train
teachers who solve problems and teach how to learn, instead of the technician teacher who obeys what she or he is told
to do". New program included general culture, social service courses, and social service course aimed the students to
prepare projects to determine current problems in the society and produce solutions and motivate the students to
participate in conferences, symposiums, panels, etc. It was also proposed to open elective courses on “professional
ethics” similar to those available in Europe and in the United States in teacher education programs (Higher Education
Council [YÖK], 2007). Finally, YÖK President Prof. Dr. Yekta Saraç stated that as an input-based regulation for
education faculties, the achievement ranking system would be introduced and also a process and output-based alteration
would be implemented (YÖK, 2016). It could be argued that these changes were implemented due to several reasons,
including particularly the globalization. In fact, it was claimed in the debate on educational reform by various parties
that the thesis of globalization was effective in these changes (Maguire, 2010). The real objective of these changes
implemented in the teacher training system was the approach to train active and successful teachers who could comply
with current requirements.
1.1 The Objective of the Study
Several studies were conducted on globalization in Turkey. However, the impact of globalization on the teaching
profession were partially included in studies that generally examined the effects of globalization on education (Aslan,
2004; Balay, 2004; Balkar & Özgan, 2010; Bolat & Çelik, 2014; Cantekin, 2015; Cerit, 2004, Çalık & Sezgin, 2009;
Dagli, 2007; Güven, 1999; İlhan, 2009; Karaman, 2010; Özdemir, 2011; Öz Kılınç, 2009; Şahin, 2004; Uslu Çetin,
2015). Furthermore, there are studies on a combination of issues such as international globalization, global education,
teaching profession and teacher education (Apple, 2011; Bruce, Podemski & Anderson, 1991; Mc Fadden et al., 1997;
Merryfield, 1994; 1995; 1996; Reimer & Mc Lean, 2009; Schwille, Dembélé & Schubert, 2007; Tatto, 2006;
Torney-Purta, 1982) and on global teaching (Easterly, 1994; Enanoza & Abao, 2014; Pinnock & Nicholls, 2012; Rathi
& Ramachandran, 2012; West, 2013). On the other hand, considering that globalization could affect each country
differently, in-depth studies should be conducted in Turkey to better understand the effect of globalization on the
teaching profession.
Since it became important to have qualified teachers with the emphasis on globalization, various reforms were
implemented in teacher training system in Turkey similar to several other countries. Teachers, who are responsible for
training productive individuals for the society, are the practitioners of educational policies and influence the outcomes
of educational policies. Thus, the need for improvement in teacher education is a current issue, and teachers with global
qualifications should be trained to raise the quality of education that faces global challenges (Tarman, 2010: 79). Thus,
it is necessary to assess the changes implemented in Turkish teacher education system due to globalization, examine the
effect of globalization on Turkish teacher education system and the qualifications and the roles teachers in the resulting
global teacher profile. Based on the view that those who could feel and observe the effects of globalization on teaching
profession in minute detail would be the practitioners, the main objective of the present study was to examine the
impact of globalization on the teaching profession based on the views of teachers. Furthermore, the study aimed to
make recommendations for the practitioners and the researchers based on the study findings. Thus, the following
research questions were addressed in the current study:
1.

What are the views of teachers on the concept of global teacher?
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2.

What are the views of teachers on the changes that were implemented in Turkish teacher education
system due to globalization?

3.

What are the views of teachers on the impact of globalization on teacher training process?

4.

What are the views of teachers on the impact of globalization on teacher roles?

5.

What are the views of teachers on the impact of globalization on teacher qualifications?

2. Methodology
In the study, the qualitative phenomenology research method was used and the participants were determined with
maximum variety sampling method. The maximum variety sampling method aims to increase the diversity of the
individuals in the sample with respect to the topic of the research and to determine similar and different views of these
diverse individuals on the topic (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2011). The study group included 40 teachers employed in schools
located at Adıyaman province central district in Turkey. A semi-structured interview form was used to collect the data in
the study. Participant demographics is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographics of the teachers who participated in the study
Code

Gender

Department

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19
T20
T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32
T33
T34
T35
T36
T37
T38
T39
T40

Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male

Turkish Language
Classroom Teacher
Turkish Language and Literature
English
Information Technologies
Religious Culture and Ethics
German
Chemistry
Classroom Teacher
Mathematics
Fen ve Teknoloji
Biyoloji
Turkish Language and Literature
Turkish Language and Literature
Turkish Language and Literature
Fizik
Görsel Sanatlar
Mathematics
English
English
Turkish Language
Turkish Language
Social Studies
Religious Culture and Ethics
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Classroom Teacher
Science and Technology
Turkish Language
English
Classroom Teacher
Physical Education
Physical Education
Technology and Design
Mathematics
Metal Technology

Seniority
(years)
1-10
11-20
11-20
1-10
11-20
11-20
21 & over
11-20
11-20
21 & over
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20
11-20
21 & over
11-20
1-10
1-10
11-20
11-20
11-20
1-10
21 & over
11-20
21 & over
1-10
11-20
21 & over
21 & over
21 & over
11-20
1-10
11-20
11-20
1-10
1-10
11-20
21 & over

School Type
Junior High
Elementary
High School
Junior High
High School
High School
High School
High School
Elementary
High School
Junior High
High School
High School
High School
High School
High School
High School
High School
High School
High School
Junior High
Junior High
Junior High
Junior High
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Junior High
Junior High
Junior High
Elementary
High School
Junior High
High School
Junior High
High School

Education
Level
Undergraduate
Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Graduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

2.1 Data Collection Instrument
A semi-structured interview form was used as data collection instrument in the study. Before the interview form was
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designed, a literature review was conducted on the topic of globalization and education was conducted and a two-part
interview form was designed based on the interview questions found in studies by Balkar and Özgan (2010) and
Gömleksiz and Kılınç (2012). The first section of the interview form included questions on participant demographics
(gender, department, seniority, employment school type and education). The second part of the interview form included
5 questions that aimed to determine the participants' views on the impact of globalization on teaching profession. Expert
opinion was obtained to determine whether the interview form was adequate to determine the views of teachers on the
impact of globalization on teaching profession. As a result, the statement in 1 question was altered. Pilot interviews
were held with 4 teachers. As a result of these interviews, it was determined that the questions on the interview form
were clear and comprehensible. The following questions were included in the interview form:
1.

How do you define the concept of global teacher?

2.

What do you think about the changes that were implemented in Turkish teacher education system due
to globalization?

3.

What are your views on the positive and negative effects of globalization on teacher education
process?

4.

In your opinion, what are the changes that occurred in teacher roles due to globalization?

5.

In your opinion, what are the changes that occurred in teacher qualificaions due to globalization?

2.2 Data Collection and Analysis
Data was collected with the interview form designed for the present study. One author visited the schools to interview
the teachers, explained the objective of the study, and the volunteering teachers who considered that they could answer
these questions after examining the questions on the interview form participated in the study. Some teachers did not
volunteer to participate in the survey, stating that they would not be able to answer the questions. Since the teachers,
who volunteered to participate in the study, wanted to fill in the interview forms at an appropriate time to provide
comprehensive responses, the author waited up to 2 hours in certain schools to collect the final forms and in certain
schools, the interview forms were left with the teachers and collected by the authors at a later date.
Descriptive and content analysis were conducted to analyze the study data. In the analysis of the data, initially, the
answers provided by the participant teachers on the interview forms were coded based on the essence of their statements.
Then, these codes were examined and similar codes were grouped under a common theme. The themes were created
separately by the two researchers, and produced codes were compared and it was determined that the rate of agreement
was 91%. The participant responses on themes and codes that reflected disagreements were reviewed once more and a
consensus was established between the researchers. Codes and themes were defined and tabulated in a comprehensible
manner and the frequency of the statements related to each code and theme and information on the teachers who
provided the statements were included in the table. The actual names of the participating teachers were replaced by the
codes such as T1, T2, ...
Each stage of the study was described in detail for reliability. To ensure the internal reliability of the study, the two
researchers independently determined the data codes and the themes, and the agreement rate was determined with the
comparison of these codes and themes. To ensure the internal validity of the study, an interview form was designed
based on a literature review, teacher and expert opinions. To ensure the external validity of the study, the data were
organized based on the determined codes and the themes and the data were meticulously presented to the reader without
any interpretation. Thus, direct citations of participant statements were included in the manuscript. Furthermore, it was
observed that study findings were consistent with the results in the literature. Thus, it could be stated that the study was
valid and reliable based on the abovementioned findings.
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3. Findings
3.1 The Conceept of Global Teacher
T
Findings obtaiined based on the views of teeachers on thee global teacherr concept are ppresented in Fiigure 1.

Figure 1. T
Teacher viewss on the conceppt of global teaacher
Based on Figuure 1, it was obbserved that thhe majority of the teachers ddefined the globbal teacher as teachers who are open
to innovations, follow the changes and developmentss, adapt to andd adopt these changes, andd improve themselves.
Furthermore, the global teaccher was definned as a teacheer who is comppetent in technnology and info
formation techn
nologies,
possesses universal educatiional-instructioonal qualities, is open to differences, is a global citizen, thinks uniiversally,
adapts to univversal values, possesses thee values of heer or his own culture with aan active and participatory learning
approach, sharres knowledgee, is objective aand a model foor the society.
Participant teaacher T1 definned global teaacher as "These are teacherss take into connsideration thee dynamics off modern
education as w
well as our ow
wn educationall dynamics. The global teachher is someonee who follows sscientific devellopments,
social variabbles, educatioonal perspecctives, and ttheir impact on individuuals and addapts these to
t their
educational-innstructional prractices." T299 defined it ass "[teachers,] who follow tthe global eduucation and pe
edagogy,
methods and ttechniques andd practice thesse in their classsroom, teach uuniversal values (such as peeace, nature, hu
umanity)
to their studennts" and T37 stated
s
that "Thhe global teachher is the teaccher who impro
roves herself or himself base
ed on the
conditions of tthe time, keepss up with the teechnology, andd advances eduucation furtherr."
3.2 Assessmennt of the Changges Implementted in Turkish T
Teacher Educaation System w
within the Conttext of Globalizzation
Findings obtaained based onn the views of teachers on thhe changes impplemented in T
Turkish educaation system within
w
the
context of gloobalization are presented in F
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Teeacher views onn the changes implemented iin Turkish eduucation system within the conntext of globalization
Based on Figuure 2, the view
ws of teacherss on the changges implementeed in the teachher education system in Turrkey as a
result of globbalization werre grouped unnder 2 themess: Positive annd Negative V
Views. Teacherrs mostly emp
phasized
negative view
ws. Teachers stated that thhe implementeed changes w
were insufficiennt, the educattion systems in other
countries were imitated witthout any adapptation to the cconditions of Turkey, our edducation systeem changes co
onstantly,
and positive thheoretical innoovations were not transferredd to practice, aand even as a rresult of certaiin changes, the
e teacher
qualifications were reducedd. In addition to these negaative opinions, certain teachhers indicated that the impllemented
changes were positive, the technologies w
were prioritizedd, certain projeects were condu
ducted in the coontext of globa
alization,
changes weree implementedd to train conteemporary teacchers, the channges aimed too train an innoovative and inquisitive
teacher model and various changes weree implementedd in the curricculum to empphasize practiccal applications and to
stress the studdent-centered educational
e
appproach.
Participant teaacher T2 statedd that "I consider the changees made in thee training proggrams positivee. It prioritizes training
of teachers whho are innovattive, inquisitivee, and role moodels instead off rote learningg." T4 said thatt "Significant steps
s
are
being taken too adapt to the globalization, but these are not enough. In
Interaction of ppre-service teaachers with tea
achers in
other countriees would contrribute to these efforts. Certaiin projects are conducted in Turkey for thiss purpose, but they are
not sufficient." T31 stated thhat "Since alm
most any activitty in the conteext of globalizaation in our coountry is condu
ucted for
c
thesee changes as innsufficient andd non-efficaciouus efforts. I coonsider that continuous
integration wiith the west, I consider
changes baseed on new appproaches evveryday cannoot provide thee necessary pproductivity w
without the necessary
infrastructure."
3.3 The Impacct of Globalizaation on the Prrocess of Teachher Training
Findings obtaained based onn the views off teachers on the impact off globalization on the teacheer training pro
ocess are
presented in F
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Teacher
T
views on the impact of globalizatioon on the teachher training proocess
As seen in Figgure 3, teacheer views on thee effects of gloobalization onn teacher trainiing process weere grouped un
nder two
themes; The P
Positive and Negative Impacts. The majoriity of the teachhers stated thatt globalization positively affe
ected the
teacher traininng process. Teeachers indicatted that globalization made iit possible to ffollow the devvelopments in different
countries, creeated respect for diversity, universality, improved thee qualificationns of teacherss, enabled sharing of
advancement, and innovativve and successsful educationn. However, they also
knowledge annd practices, technological
t
stated that desspite these possitive impacts,, globalization led to the desstruction of thee local values,, alienation of teachers
to their own values and culture,
c
the aadoption of edducation systeems implemennted in differrent countries without
adaptation to the conditionss in Turkey. Annd the teacherrs also emphassized that withh globalization,, teachers / pre
e-service
teachers and sstudents could experience addaptation probllems to this prrocess, the deppendency to thee technology in
ncreased
and teaching pprofession wass devalued as a result.
Participant teaacher T23 statted that "I tottally think that it is positivee. Being awaree of the educaational systems that is
adequate for tthe cultural sttructure in diff
fferent countriees, encounterinng different peersonality traitts and determiining the
adequate educcation principples would widden the perspeective and the horizon. As thhis would conttribute to the personal
p
development oof the individuual, the quality
ty of the educaation would im
mprove as a rresult." T29 staated both posiitive and
negative impaacts: "Of coursse we cannot aalienate from tthe technologyy. As the worldd becomes a sm
mall village, we cannot
ignore this fact. One of thee positive effeccts is that we can instantly observe developments and innovations. Negative
N
effects are corrruption of nattional and morral values. Butt this is our chooice."
3.4 The Effectt of Globalization on Teacherr Roles
Findings obtaained based onn the views off teachers on thhe impact of gglobalization oon the teacher roles are pressented in
Figure 4.
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Figurre 4. Teacher vviews on the im
mpact of globaalization on thee teacher roles
Based on Figuure 4, the teaccher views on the impact off globalization on the role off teachers werre grouped und
der three
themes: The A
Active Teacherr Roles, Globaal Citizen Rolees and Negativve Effects. Thee majority of teeachers focuse
ed on the
theme of activve teacher rolees. Most teachers emphasizeed that the channges were intrroduced to thee roles of teach
hers with
globalization and these diffe
ferences emphaasized the conncept of studennt-centered eduucation and thhe guide-counselor role
of the teacheer, and the reequirement off following thhe developmeents and imprroving themseelves based on
o these
developmentss. Furthermore, the teachers also stated vieews on enablinng the students to improve tthemselves in different
aspects, innovvation and its contribution too education, shharing and traansforming knoowledge, activveness, and the
e teacher
roles in reseaarch, learning, pedagogical approach, colllaboration, sellf-esteem, opeenness to criticcism, universa
ality and
intercultural ddialogue. It waas also emphaasized that the reputation off the teaching profession has diminished, teachers
have started too act with a cappitalist approaach, and certainn ethical valuees have disappeeared due to gllobalism.
On global teaacher roles, paarticipating teaacher T3 statedd the followinng: "Teachers w
who are not op
open to knowle
edge and
innovation annd educators who
w cannot keeep up with teechnological aadvances woulld experience serious problems and
would not be aable to addresss the needs off their students in this processs. The teacher concept is evoolving towardss the type
of teacher w
who shares knnowledge andd emphasizes collaborativee workgroups. We have too be ready fo
or rapid
developments at the same paace." T6 statedd that "I think the effectiveneess of the teachher is diminishhing. Now, info
ormation
can be easily aaccessed withoout a need for the teacher. T
The teacher beccomes a guide,, not the instruuctor. Teacher instructs
the method off acquiring knowledge ratheer than instruccting the know
wledge. This leeads to the facct that teacherrs are no
longer role moodels for the student. Now thhe role model is the virtual w
world, not the teacher who liives, have contact with
the students."" T35 stated the
t following: "Good exam
mples, practicaal examples bbroaden the teeacher’s horizzon. The
educators, whho are aware of the fact that they are in thee same boat, inn a way, acceppt the responsibbility for the fu
uture. We
all need the w
world. I think thhe process raisse our awareneess on that facct." T31 stated the following:: "Teaching, wh
hich was
the professionn of love and sacrifice,
s
was rreplaced with capitalist approach and starrted to ask forr more. Certain
n ethical
values began to gradually disappear witth self-esteem, individualizaation, and metaa-emotions. Iddioms such as you get
what you payy for became common
c
in edducation. The rreputation of rreaching has ddiminished, it could soon disappear
completely."
3.5 The Impacct of Globalizaation on Teacheer Qualificatioons
Findings obtained based on the views of tteachers on thee impact of globalization onn teacher qualifications are presented
p
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Teacher vieews on the imppact of globalizzation on teachher qualificatioons
Based on Figuure 5, the teaccher views on the impact of globalization on teacher qualifications weere grouped un
nder two
themes: Profeessional and Individual
I
Quualifications. T
The majority oof teachers exxpressed opinions on the theme of
professional qqualifications. Teachers exxpressed that teachers shouuld be open to innovationns, especially in their
profession, im
mprove themseelves by monittoring the channges, possess technological competence, be researcherss, have a
positive and cconstructive appproach, be creeative-producttive, efficient aand practical, collaborative, maintain a continuous
learning philoosophy, love thheir professionn, utilize visuall presentationss in class, resppond to studennt needs, provid
de a role
model, possesss communicattive competennce, be close too students, proovide guidancee, offer opporttunities for stu
udents to
experience their freedoms and
a develop thheir self-esteeem as a result of globalizatiion. In contrasst, they identified that
globalization led to a decreease in professional values and dignity oof the teacherss, and the teacchers might be
ehave as
indifferent teaachers to varioous events andd demonstratee interest only in their job. On the other hand, they sta
ated that
teachers should possess gloobal awarenesss, be fluent in foreign languuages, protect their national values, have a critical
point of view and a critical approach,
a
havee a adaptive, vvirtuous, sociall, driven, farsigghted and deteermined person
nality.
Participant T66 stressed bothh professional aand individual qualificationss by listing “thee requirementss of a foreign language,
l
to become fluuent in foreignn languages, tto use technoloogy effectivelyy, to broaden one’s horizon,, and to follow
w global
developments””, while T14 stated that “teachers need to improve themsselves. They reealize that theyy should use co
omputers
and the internnet actively annd utilize the other means oof communicaation well. Teaachers should ffollow the changes in
these fields annd get the neceessary trainingg and take advaantage of the ttraining in theiir classes." T228 stated the fo
ollowing:
"They should be inquisitivee, engage in sself-developmeent and follow
w the innovattions". Accordding to T31, “Being
“
a
teacher is the capacity to giive without takking. Teacher is an individuaal who is fair, trustworthy, w
would not brea
ach one’s
trust, thankfull and one whoo teaches. Mosst of these valuues are lost. Prrofessional resspect is taintedd with individu
ual egos.
This helped too reduce the reespectability off the professionn in society. M
Material life beccame prominennt. Professiona
al values
are eroded.” T
T40 emphasizeed professionall qualificationss and stated thhat "Since the cconcept of globbalization has emerged,
it has been suggested that teachers should give theirr students the opportunity tto live as freeely as possible
e and to
mobilize all oopportunities for
f the developpment of theirr self-esteem. T
Teachers havee been asked too teach how to access
information raather than providing the infoormation directly."
4. Discussion
With the impaact of globalizaation, changess in the roles of teachers andd students in edducational systtems were exp
perienced
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and a process of change from the industrial society to the information society was observed (Chinnammai, 2005). As a
result, the concept of conventional teacher was transformed into the concept of the global teacher. It was determined in
the study that the roles of teachers differentiated as a result of globalization. In the study, it was determined that
globalization had negative effects besides several positive effects on teachers' qualifications. Similar roles and qualities
are emphasized in the literature. For example, in a study conducted by Balkar and Özgan (2010), teachers stated that
their tasks were altered by the influence of globalization, they were not knowledge transmitters and emphasized their
roles of training the students to acquire critical thinking skills and promoting their social development. In a study by
Guo (2014: 3-4), certain skills required for the teachers to have global competency were determined as follows: to
possess pedagogical skills to assist students to analyze and assess multicultural traditions and multidisciplinary
perspectives, possess intercultural competence and the ability to adapt to cultural norms and social diversity, help
students become responsible global citizens, possess the knowledge that global events and problems are interdependent
and an awareness of social problems, pay attention to other individuals, to understand the nature of global economic
integration and the mutual dependence and interdependence of peoples, to respect and protect cultural diversity, to fight
for social justice for all people and to protect the universe.
According to Cates, one of the most important tasks of teachers in the global age is to help students learn about the
differences among people in the multicultural world and the significant global problems they face. Cates stressed that
English is an international language used by people around the world to communicate with each other and especially
emphasized the significance of English teachers in performing this task and stated that they have the responsibility to
reach fluent English and to help students become global citizens responsible for a better world. Furthermore, Cates
stated that the classroom environment should promote international awareness and curiosity and interest about the
multicultural world and teachers should integrate global themes in their teaching methodology and provide experiential
opportunities for educational activities such as games, role-playing and videos that are designed in global themes. At the
same time, it was stated that teachers should prepare a slide introducing their trips to foreign countries and share them
with their students, and should not miss the opportunities to participate in various projects and international trips. It was
emphasized that teachers should engage in charity activities such as setting up a global issues workgroup, finding
English pen pals from foreign countries for their students and helping people in different countries, and organizing
extracurricular activities that can increase global awareness. It was also suggested that teachers should explore global
education and related fields, participate in a special interest group on a global topic, and in various educational courses
on global education to improve professional development (Cates, 2004).
According to Güven (1999: 150), teachers should prepare students for the conditions required by the global age. For this
purpose, teachers should initially improve themselves, and acquire the competencies of teamwork and to enable the
students to acquire the desired behavior due to the occurring changes and developments. Furthermore, teachers should
know that there is a specific place and time for learning, should train the students as such, and should teach the students
to work and live together to learn. There is a need for teachers who are able to comprehend the structure and vital
patterns of the global information society and the paradigms of the educational system in the age of globalism,
educate students as active, knowledgeable and productive individuals not passive information consumers, follow up and
coordinate the use of information technologies (Aslan, 2004). Teachers should be individuals who possess the
competence to use educational technologies in the global age, could learn and aim to develop high level thinking and
synthesis skills in student, not the development of skills (Genç, 2000).
Salandanan et al. (2006) suggested that the global teacher should have five basic roles. The first is the effective teacher,
who considers teaching as a continuous learning. The second is the facilitator teacher who facilitates learning, provides
various educational opportunities and the choice of educational alternatives for the students. The third is the researcher
teacher who undertakes a formal or informal research to collect data / information and to offer development suggestions.
The fourth is the ethical teacher who possesses a system of moral values that could have a positive impact on students.
The fifth is the psychological teacher who is a social model, evaluator, researcher, a human encyclopedia, spiritual
supporter, parental associate, friend and a group leader (Cited by Enanoza & Abao, 2014: 357-358).
Present study findings demonstrate that globalization altered the roles of the teachers and some of the roles were lost,
while others eroded or became symbolic. Because, the in-classroom roles of the teacher are listed as providing
information, to discipline and judge, being a confidant, parenting, socialization, methodologist, leadership, giving
advice, while the peripheral roles of the teacher are described as assisting the environmental development, being a
social leader, an advocate of middle class morality, cultured individual, leader of new ideas, child education specialist
and idealist. On the other hand, there is a transformation from a modernist teacher-centered teaching to a postmodern
student-centered learning. With a neoliberal perspective, the individual is considered at the center, the social control
mechanisms are weakened and individual differences are emphasized. The teacher-centered approach to education
includes the teacher roles of being a role model and representing local values, thus it is positioned as if it was against
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the student and excluded with the excuse that it is unsuitable for neoliberal lifestyle and educational philosophy and
considered outdated (Cantekin, 2015: 50-51).
In the present study, it was emphasized that globalization led to a decrease in the professional values and reputation of
the teachers, that the teachers could become disinterested in other affairs and only concentrate on teaching and act with
capitalist ideas. As a result of globalization, material gains are prioritized and protection of cultures is ignored
(Chinnammai, 2005). However, Kant's "world citizen" was an ethical individual. Globalization primarily emphasized
the economy and economic globalization led to cultural globalization, which in turn trivialized other essential values
(i.e., law, identity, ethics), thus increasing the problems (Takış, 2002). The fact that globalization, under the influence of
neoliberal policies, trained individuals who live in the moment and ignore the past or the future, prioritize personal
interests and ignores social interests, and acts with an economic priority, led to a change in the objectives of educational
institutions. Furthermore, several previous studies emphasized that globalization altered the functions of schools,
serving the capitalism. Based on this assumption, globalization expects the schools to train “producer and consumer
individual in the market” and schools are considered useful when they educate individuals for this purpose (Uslu Çetin,
2015: 5-6). Therefore, it can be argued that the teachers are also directed to exhibit behavior that are in line with the
abovementioned approach.
Based on the study findings, it can be stated that the changes implemented in the teacher education system in Turkey do
not constitute and adequate response to globalization. It is then necessary to restructure the teacher training system in
Turkey with a global perspective. On this issue, Bruce et al. (1991) stated that faculty members need to address three
strategic issues to develop a global perspective in teacher training curriculum. The first issue is to determine the
objectives and scope of the program, which would be designed to emphasize a global perspective. The second is to
determine the compelling reasons for developing a specific global perspective. The third is to decide whether to
integrate global education into the teacher education curriculum, or whether to create a new course or courses for this
purpose. Another method is the inclusion of global goals by the faculty members in their courses. It was emphasized,
however, that integration of the global perspective in the curriculum rather than the courses would be more difficult, but
more effective. On the other hand, personal intercultural experiences simulated both at home and abroad are an
important part of global and international education. Participating in educational activities with students in other
countries with different cultures, working with international students, spending academic years abroad, student and
academician exchange programs and business trips are methods to enable teachers to acquire intercultural knowledge,
improve their intercultural communications skills and to motivate teachers to teach with a global perspective (Gilliom,
1993; Wilson, 1982, cited by Merryfield, 1995: 3).
In the present study, it was observed that globalization had mostly positive effects on the teacher training process,
however it was determined that there were certain adverse effects as well as these positive effects. Similar impacts are
stressed in the literature. In a study conducted by Balkar and Özgan (2010), the teachers expressed their concerns about
the loss in the significance of Turkish language and Turkish values with globalization. And in the study conducted by
Gömleksiz and Kılınç (2012), on the effects of globalization on Turkish education system, faculty members stated that
globalization positively enabled the comparison of the education programs with international programs, easy access to
information and training versatile individuals, promoted new quests and increased living standards, however also led to
alienation and imitation of foreign curricula as well. According to Erdem (2008), the number of educational science
faculties increased with globalization, educational sciences departments were restructured and accredited, the number of
graduate students in educational science departments abroad increased significantly, online educational science journals
were published, access to online educational manuscripts was facilitated and Turkey began to participate effectively in
several international projects on professional development. Especially the number of classrooms and publications
designed specifically for the PPSE increased and educational science findings became a commodity. Furthermore, due
to globalization, there is an increase in the number of private and foundation universities and a decline in the quality of
education and the students in higher education. The students with low academic achievements and high financial means
started to attend private or foundation universities and academic achievement and financial power were equalized (Uslu
Çetin, 2015: 6). Thus, the gap between the educational opportunities for the rich and the poor was widened. In fact, at
the center of the debate on globalization, there is the inequality-based theories and practices of the neoliberal thought
that is the owner of the globalization process (Cinar, 2009: 16).
Today, globalization is considered as a method where the applications produced by Western countries based on their
own specifications are copied and implemented or enforced out of their original context. From this point of view,
globalization is a process that can be quite damaging to the local, and even to certain cultural forms. In fact, when an
individual with a certain culture is educated in an education system copied from a different culture, the individual is
alienated from her or his own culture and values, and the individual ends up despising the lifestyle of her or his society
(Cantekin, 2015). Therefore, it is necessary to blend and synchronize the local and global to achieve a global
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perspective on the teacher training process and to preserve national and spiritual values and culture by considering both
the inevitability and the positive and negative effects of globalization. In other words, it is necessary to equip teachers
with the characteristics of their culture, while training the teachers with the qualifications and competencies required by
globalization. Because, globalization is a complex phenomenon that aims the integration of different societies based on
common ground and cultural pluralism, but it does not aim the nations to lose their characteristics (Güven, 1999).
Teachers, who are required to live in the global age, should be global citizens with global vision, ideas and knowledge,
while retaining the nutrition provided by their own culture and in return, enrich their culture (Drucker, 1993: 70). Thus,
it is necessary to develop a teacher training system and a teacher profile, which cannot be affected by the negative
aspects of globalization and can reconcile national values with global values (Aslan, 2004: 4). Because, while
educational institutions aim at transferring cultural heritage from one generation to another, these should also help
individuals to easily adapt to global and local events and changes and developments in fields such as science,
technology, economy, sports, arts, literature, etc. (Özdemir, 2011: 94) Thus, it is the duty of the teachers to protect the
identity of their society and to prepare the individuals for the conditions of the globalization (Güven, 1999).
5. Conclusion
In the present study, based on the views of teachers, the global teacher could be defined as a global citizen and a
universal teacher who possesses the qualifications and competencies required by globalization, knows about global
changes and developments and improves herself or himself accordingly. In a more detailed definition, global teacher
could be defined as a teacher who is open for innovations, follows changes and developments, adapts to these changes
and developments, adopts these changes and developments, and improves herself or himself based on these
developments, has technological and computational competence, possesses universal education-instruction
qualifications, is open to differences, is a global citizen with universal thinking, adapts to universal values, adopts the
values of her or his own culture, is productive, contributes to education-instruction, possesses active and participative
learning approach, shares knowledge, is objective and a role model for the society.
It was determined in the study that the roles of teachers differentiated as a result of globalization. Based on these
differences, it can be argued that student centered education approach can be emphasized and teachers should fulfill the
new roles of a guide-counselor, of those who follow the developments and improve themselves accordingly, enable the
students to improve themselves in different aspects, contribute to innovativeness and education, share and transform
knowledge, be collaborative, self-confident, open to criticism and universalist and establish an intercultural dialogue.
As a result of the study, it is observed that globalization caused differences in qualifications of the teachers and thus,
teachers should be open to innovations in their profession, to improve themselves by adopting the changes, to possess
technological competency, to be inquisitive, creative-productive and practical, collaborative, have a positive and
constructive approach, adopt lifelong learning philosophy, love the profession, utilize visual presentations in the
classroom, be responsive to student needs and a role model, competent in communications, close to students, prioritize
counseling, offer opportunities for students to experience their freedom and improve their self-esteem. On the other
hand, it can be argued that they should possess a global awareness, be fluent in foreign languages, protect their national
values, have a critical approach, be open for criticism, have an adaptive, virtuous, social, driven, farsighted and
determined personality.
The changes in the definition, roles and qualifications of teaching introduced with globalization necessitated certain
changes in teacher education system and various reforms were introduced in the teacher education system in Turkey.
Assessment of the teacher views on the evaluation of these changes within the context of globalization demonstrated
that certain changes were positive, the technology was emphasized, certain projects were conducted within the context
of globalization, certain changes were implemented to train the type teachers required by the times and it was aimed to
train innovative researcher teacher model, and consequently, certain changes were implemented in the curricula,
applications and student-centered education were emphasized and it was observed that the implemented changes were
often inadequate, the educational systems of other countries were implemented directly without adaptation to the local
conditions, the education system has been constantly changing, although positive changes were implemented in theory,
these changes were not practiced, and even certain changes led to a decrease in the quality of teachers.
Globalization affects the teacher training process both positively and negatively, similar to its impact on other fields.
Based on the present study findings, the majority of the teachers stated that globalization positively affected the teacher
training process. According to teachers, the positive effects could be listed as follows: globalization allows for the
follow-up of developments in different countries, respect for differences, universality, globalization increased teacher
qualifications, sharing of information and applications, technological advances, and resulted in an innovative and
successful education. However, in addition to the abovementioned positive effects, teachers stated that it destroyed local
values, alienated the teachers from their own values and culture, the education systems applied in different countries
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were adopted without adaptation, caused the possibility of adaptation problems that could be experienced by teachers /
pre-service teachers and students alike, increased dependence on technologies and reduced the value of the teaching
profession.
6. Recommendations
Based on the findings of the present study and the requirement to equip teachers with global competencies, it can be
recommended that teachers should follow up global educational and technological changes and adapt to the pace of
these changes, adopt these changes in educational activities and improve themselves by participating in various
vocational courses. Teachers can conduct national and international projects. They can improve their ability to utilize
technological tools actively. They can enable the adoption of national and universal values by their students by
preserving their national values and embracing the universal values. They can learn English, which is an international
language, at a proficient level and participate in language courses to improve their ability to speak different languages.
By integrating global themes into teaching-instruction activities, they can improve the students’ awareness about global
events, while providing the real achievements of the course.
For pre-service teachers to acquire global competencies, Turkish teacher training system should be reconstructed by
adapting global teacher training system after a comprehensive analysis based on the conditions in Turkey and the
Turkish culture and infrastructure work are completed and the pre-service teachers should be educated in
application-oriented new generation faculties of education. Training opportunities should be provided in countries with
developed education systems for each pre-service teacher and teaching practice courses could be conducted in a
domestic school in one semester and in a foreign school in the second semester on senior year. Thus, both the awareness
of pre-service teachers about global education could be raised and their alienation from their own culture could be
prevented. To improve the global awareness of pre-service teachers, a course on global problems and events could be
designated as a compulsory course. Student clubs could be organized in faculties of education to promote global
awareness. The fundamental achievements that are specified in teacher training curriculum could be integrated with
global topics.
For future studies, the following can be recommended: A scale for global teacher qualifications and roles can be
developed to determine teachers’ fulfillment levels in global teacher roles. The correlations between global teacher roles
and qualifications and student achievements and teacher values can be investigated. Qualitative research can be
conducted to investigate the impact of globalization on the administrator-student-parent profile in detail.
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